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Welcome to the second issue
of our quarterly newsletter,
where we showcase all the
happenings with the X-Air in
Australia and Overseas.

X-Air - The most popular
new aircraft in Australia ??
We think so, to date we have
sold eight aircraft in Australia
since last September. This
meets our business goals of
offering a safe, well designed
and inexpensive aircraft, easily
assembled by the average
person in just a couple of
weeks.
Our customers have been full
of praise about the high standard of finish and the speed
that their orders have been
processed and delivered.
Natfly 99 - Narromine
Narromine is going to be
extremely busy for X-Air, we
will have our interstate dealers
attending and aircraft on display fitted with Rotax 503,
582, 618 and the Jabiru 2.2.
As a valued enquiry you will
be given priority over the general public with tyre kicking
and test flights so please
make sure you mention our
newsletters.

Natfly 99 at Narrogin ??
The guys in Western Australia
reckon it’s to far to come over
from Perth so they are holding
their own unofficial Natfly at
Narrogin Airport about two
hours south east of Perth.
The X-Air dealer for Western
Australia, Allan Griggo will be
in attendance over the Easter
break, again offering test
flights and tyre kicking.
Information about the Narrogin
event can be obtained from
Allan Griggo on 08 9493 1881
or Rod Jarrold CFI at Narrogin
Airport.

Tasmanian Dealer
We are pleased to welcome
Darryl Peatey into our X-Air
family, Darryl lives in Penguin,
Tasmania and has just taken
delivery of a Yellow and Blue
X-Air. Darryl can be contacted
on 03 6437 1384 AH.
We don’t have a photo of
Darryl yet but living in penguin
this is how we imagine him.

Jabiru Powered X-Air
Our Queensland dealer Des
Trindall has his X-Air flying fitted with the Jabiru 2.2 engine.
My initial reaction when flying
the aircraft was distressing, i
could see the propeller moving
but there was no noise, the
Jabiru is smooth, reliable and
fuel efficient, a good choice to
power the X-Air. for more information on the Jabiru contact
Des on 07 5479 4455 BH or
07 5476 5634 AH

Finance
Our Queensland dealer is also
an accountant and business
adviser, so for all your financing inquiries please give Des
Trindall of Active Financial
Answers a call on 07 5479
4455 BH. Des tells me you
can own an X-Air for less than
$100 per week with no
deposit.
Remember you can fly away
in an X-Air for under $20,000

P.S. Darryl brought Doors ! It gets
cold in Tassie.
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